
 

 

Front door locks & furniture options 

The Winkhaus AV2 Heritage multipoint lock is located at a similar height to a traditional round         
cylinder pull but provides instant higher security as the lock is operated automatically as soon as the 
door is closed. This means that an external lever handle is not required to operate the locking points 
and the lock can be deadlocked or opened externally by turning the key a quarter of a turn. From the 
inside the door can be opened by an internal thumbturn. The door is automatically locked when 
closed from the inside and the key is required to gain entry from the outside. 

Our front door range of security and furniture been specially selected for being high quality, 
hard wearing, and elegant. Below is our range of locks and furniture for you to choose: 

Multipoint locks by Winkhaus 

Polished 

Polished 

Satin 

Brass  

Satin 

Polished 

Polished 

Satin 



 

 

Banham locks are extremely high-quality door locks, combining almost a century of experience with    
modern technology. 

The prestige and quality of their security door locks are evident through the many awards and        
accreditations they have received over the years.   

Banham locks 

Polished Brass  

Polished Chrome  

Satin Chrome 

Please indicate your choice of finish  

for the Banham locks below: 

* Other finishes are available, price on application.  

L2000 M2002 



 

 

A secure yet budget conscious range offering simple piece of mind security. 

Nightlatch and deadlock 

BS2 Max Security Nightlatch BM562 British Standard Deadlock 2.5 



 

 

  

Front door furniture 

We compliment our front doors with carefully chosen door furniture that not only looks beautiful but will also endure 
the daily comings and goings.  

or 

1.1 Ring door knocker  1.2 Door knocker on rose 

2.1  Centre door knob  2.2  Centre door knob round 

4. Security hood 3. Letterplate 5. Adjustable door hinge 

or 
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